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ON WC-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS c*)

F. CAMMAROTO and T. Nom! c**)

1. Introduction

In 1970, Gentry and Hoyle [5J defined a function f: X-Y to be
C-continuous if for each xE X and each open set V containing f(x)

and having the compact complement, there exists an open set U con
taining x such that f (U) C V. These functions have been investigated
by Long and Hendrix [6J and Long and Herrington [8]. In 1980,
Long and Hamlett [7J called a function H-continuous by replacing
"compact" in the definition of C-continuous functions with "H-closcd"
(quasi H-closed relative to Y [lOJ). The investigation of H-continuous
functions has been continued by the second author [9J of the present
paper.

Recently, Lo Faro and the first author [1,2J have introduced and
investigated a new weak form of compactness in topological spaces,
called weakly compact spaces. In this paper, we introduce and charact
erize sets called weakly compact relative to a topological space. Then
we define a new class of functions called WC-continuous functions
analogous to H-continuous functions and C-continuous functions. It will
be shown t1,at WC-continuity implies H-continuity and they are eqUI
valent if the range of the function is almost-regular [11].

2. Definitions

Throughout this paper X and Y represent topological spaces on which
no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. Let S be a
subset of a space X. The closure and the interior of S in X are deno-
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ted by Clx (8) and Intx (8) (or simply Cl (8) and Int (8)), respectively.
A subset S is said to be regular open (resp. regular closed) if Int(CI
(8)) =8 (resp. Cl (Int (8)) =8). For definitions and notations used in
this paper, readers can find them in [2J except for the following.

DEFINITION 2. 1. An open cover {Va Ia E V} of a space X is said to
be regular [2J if for each aEV there exists a nonempty regular closed
set Fain X such that FaC Va and X = U {Int (Fa) IaEV}.

DEFINITION 2.2. A space X is said to be weakly compact [2J (resp.
quasi H-closed [10J) if every regular (resp. open) cover of X has a
finite subfamily whose closure is a cover of X.

In [12J, Singal and Singal called quasi H-closed spaces almost com
pact. A quasi H-closed Hausdorff space is usually called H-closed. Ur
ysohn-closed spaces are characterized by weakly compact Urysohn spaces
[3J. It has been shown in [2J that almost compactness is strictly stro
nger than weak compactness.

DEFINITION 2.3. A space X is said to be almost-regular [l1J if for
each regular closed set F of X and each point xE X - F, there exist
disjoint open sets U and V such that Fc U and xE V.

DEFINITION 2.4. A subset K of a space X is said to be weakly com
pact relative to X if for each cover {V a Ia E V} of K by open sets of
X satisfying the following property (P), there exists a finite subset 170

of V such that Kc U {Clx (Va ) laEVo}.
(P) For each aEV, Va contains a nonempty regular closed set Fa of

X and Kc U {Intx(Fa) laEV}.

DEFINITION 2.5. Let 'J be a filter on a space X. A point xE X is
called a r-adherence point of 'J [2J if 'J/\l1(Ux ) =1=-0.

DEFINITION 2.6. Let A be a subset of a space X. A point xEX is
called a r-adherence point of A if An V=I=-ljJ for every VEl1(Ux ). The
set of all r-adherence points of A is called the r-closure of A. If A
contains the r-closure of A, then it is called r-closed.

3. Sets weakly compact relative to a space

DEFINITION 3.1. A filter 'J on a space X is said to be quasi-regular
[2J if there exists an open filter (!J on X such that 'J=11 (14) •
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REMARK 3.2. It is obvious that for any subset A of a space X trA:1

=1=0 if trAItJ=I=O, where trA;:] denotes the trace of ;:] on A. However,
the converse is not true in general as the following example shows.

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X = {x, y, z, t}, r = {4>, X, {x}, {z}, {z, t}, {x, z} ,
I-I{x, y, z}, {x, z, t}} and A = {z, t}. Let ItJ = {x} . Then the filter :1 = 1L (i/J)

= {{x, y, z} ,X} is quasi-regular [2, Controesempio 4]. Moreover, trA;:]
I-I

= {{.cl, A} =1=0 but trAItJ=O because {xl n {.c, t} =4>.

TIIEORE:\1 3.4. For a subset A of a space X, the following are equiva-

lent:
(1) A is weakly compact relative to X.
(2) Every open filter ItJ with trA(iJ =1= 0 has a r-adherence point in A.
(3) Every filter {j such that &j is an open filter and trA(iJ =1= 0 has an

r-adherence point in A.

(4) Every quasi-regular filter :1=11(&]) such that trA(iJ=I=O has an ad
herence (o-adherence or r-adherence) point in A.

(5) Every filter '] such that ;:] is a quasi-regular filter ;:] = ifL (ll) with
trArf#=I=O has an adherence (o-adherence) point in A.

(6) Every filter :'j such that;:] is a quasi-regular filter;:] = if! ({J) with

trAItJ =1= 0 has an adherence (o-adherence or r-adherence) point in A.

(7) Every open ultra filter ItJ with trAItJ =1= 0 r-converges.

(8) Let {CalaEV} be a family of closed sets of X such thatlor each

aEV there exists an open set Aa of X satisfying CacA a and n {Cl (Aa)

IaE V} c X - A. Then there exists a finite subset V 0 of V such that n {Int

(Ca) laEVo} cX-A.

Proof. (1) => (2): Let ItJ be an open filter on X with trAItJ=I=O. We
suppose that 1tJ/\U(U x ) =0 for every xE A. Then, there exist open sets
GxEItJ, UxEUx and AxEU(Ux) such that G x nAx=4> and UxcCl(Ux)

cAx. By Gx nAx=rj>, we obtain Cl (Gx) nAx=rj> and hence Cl (Gx) nCl
(Ux) =4>. Let us put Bx=X-Cl(Gx) , then Cl (Ux) cBx and Bx EU(1Jx).

The family {Bx IxE Al is a cover of A by open sets of X and Ac

U {Int (Cl (Ux» IxE A}. Therefore, there exists a finite number of points
Xh X2, "', X n In A such that Ac U {Cl (Bx,) Ii= 1, 2, "', n}. Therefore,
we have

(*) n {X-Cl (Bx) li=l, 2, ''', n} cX-A.

For each i=l, 2, ''', n, Gx;cInt(Cl (Gx ) , hence we have

X-Cl (Bx;) =Int(X-Bx) =Int(Cl(Gx) EItJ.
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Therefore, by (*) we obtain X - A E~. This is a contradiction.
(2) =? (3) =? (4) =? (5) =? (6) =? (4) =? (7) =? (1): These implications are

proved similarly to the proof of [2, Lemma 2. 1J.
(4) =? (8): Let F ([7) be the family of all finite subsets of V. We

suppose that

n {Int(Ca) laELI} ~X-A for every LlEF([7).

Then, ;;}= {n Int(Ca) ILlEF(V)} is an open filter base with trA;;}*
"E4

0. Thus, 11 ([j) is a quasi-regular filter on X such that trA;;} *0. By
(4), there exists a point xEA such that 11([j) 1\11x *0. Put

.P.= {nAa ILl E F (V) },
"E4

then it is an open filter base such that 11([j) c.f2. Therefore, .f2l\l1x *O
and hence xECI(Aa) for every aEV. Thus, we obtain xE n {CI(Aa) I
a E V}. This is a contradiction because n {Cl (Aa) Ia E V} c X - A.

(8) =? (1) :Let {Aa IaE V} be an open cover of A with Property (P). For
each aEV, there exists a nonempty regular closed set Ca such that CacAa
and Ac U {Int(Ca) laEV}. We consider the family {X-AalaEV} of
closed sets. For each aEV, X-Ca is open in X, X-CacX-Aa and

n {CI(X-Ca) laEV} =X- U {Int(Ca) laEV} cX-A.

By (8), there exists a finite subset Vo of V such that

n {Int(X-Aa) laEVo} cX-A.

Therefore, we obtain Ac U {Cl(Aa) !aEVo}. This shows that A 1S

weakly compact relative to X.

4. WC-continuous functions

DEFINITION 4. 1. A function f : X~Y is said to be WC-continuous if
for each xEX and each open neighborhood V of f(x) having the
complement weakly compact relative to Y, there exists an open neigh
borhood U of x such that feU) c V.

THEOREM 4.2. For a function f: X~Y the following are equivalent:
(1) f is WC-continuous.
(2) If V is open in Y and Y - V is weakly compact relative to Y,

then f- 1 (V) is open in X.
(3) If F is closed in Y and weakly compact relative to Y, then f- 1 (F)

is closed in X.
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Proof. (1) => (2): Let V be an open set of l' such that l'- V is
weakly compact relative to l'. Let xEf-1(V). Then f(x) E V and there
exists an open neighborhood U of x such that feU) c V. Therefore,
we have xE Ucf-1 (V). This shows that f- 1 (V) is open in X.

(2)~ (3) : This is obvious.
(3) =::} (1) : Let xE X and V an open neighborhood of f(x) such

that Y- V is weakly compact relative to l'. By (3), f- 1 (l'- V) is
closed in X and hence U =f- I (V) is an open set containing x such
that feU) c V.

LEMMA 4.3. If Al and A z are weakly compact relative to a space X,
then Al UA z is weakly compact relative to X.

Proof. Let <:)9= {Va!aEV} be a cover of A1 UAz by open sets of X
satisfying Property (P). Then <:)9 is a cover of Ab Az satisfying (P)
and hence for each i = 1, 2 there exists a finite subset Vi of P such that
Aic U {Cl (Va) laEVj }. Therefore, we have

Al UAzc U {Cl (Va ) laEP1 UVz}.

This shows that Al UA z is weakly compact relative to X.

Let (X, r) be a topological space. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that
the family of open sets having the complement weakly compact relative
to (X, -;;) may be used as a base for a topology Twe. It has been shown
that the family of open sets having the compact (resp. quasi H-closed)
complement may be used as a base to generate a topology re (resp.
TH) on X [5,7J.

RE:\IARK 4.4. For a topological space (X, T), we have TeCTHcTwe
eT.

THEORE:\[ 4.5. A function f: X~ er, 0") is WC-continuous if and only
if f : X~ (Y, O"we) is continuous.

Proof. This is obvious from the definition of O"we.

REMARK 4.6. It is obvious that continuity implies WC-continuity and
WC-continuity implies H-continuity. The following example shows that
WC-continuity does not necessarily imply continuity.

EXAMPLE 4. 7. Let X be the set of real numbers with the usual top
ology and f : X~X a function defined as follows: f(x) =1/ x if x=i=O;
1(0) = 1/2. Then f is C-continuous [5, Example 2J and by Theorem
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4. 17 (below) f is WC-continuous. However, f is not continuous.

For a functionf: X-tY, the set {(x,j(x)) IxEX} is called the graph
of f and denoted by G(f).

THEOREM 4. 8. If f : X-tY is an open function and G (f) is r-closed
in the product space XX Y, then f is WC-continuous.

Proof. We suppose that f is not WC-continuous at some point xE
X. Then there ex.ists an open set V containing f(x) and having the
complement weakly compact relative to Y such that feU) n(Y- V) =f=ifJ
for every open set U containing x. Since f is open,

([J= {feU) IXE U and U is open in X}

is an open :filter base with try-v([J=f=O. Since Y - V is weakly compact
relative to Y, by (2) of Theorem 3. 4 ([J has a r-adherence point yE
Y- V. Therefore, y=f=f(x) and (x, y) is a r-adherence point of GU).
However, we have (x, y) $. G(f). This is a contradiction.

The following three theorems are immediate consequences of Theorem
4. 5 and the proofs are omitted.

THEOREM 4.9. If f : X-tY is WC-continuous and A is a subset of X,
then the restriction flA : A-tY is WC-continuous.

THEOREM 4.10. If f: X-tY continuous and g: Y-tZ is WC-continuous
then the composition gof: X-tZ is WC-continuous.

THEOREM 4.11. Let X be a space and let {Aa laEI7} be a cover of X

such that
(a) each aEI7, Aa is open in X or
(b) each aEV, Aa is closed in X and the family {Aa laEI7} forms a

neighborhood finite family.
If f: X-tY is a function such that flAa : Aa-tY is WC-continuous for
each aEI7, then f is WC-continuous.

THEOREM 4. 12. If X is Urysohn and A is weakly compact relative to
X, then A is closed.

Proof. Let Xo be a point of X-A. For each xEA, there ex.ist open
sets U:r; and V:r; containing Xo and x, respectively, such that Cl(U:r;) n
Cl (V:r;) =ifJ. For each xEA, we have
xElnt(CI(V:r;)) eCl(V:r;) eX-Cl (U:r;) and Ae U {Int(C1(V:r;)) IXEA}.
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Therefore, the family {X-Cl (U;r) IxE A} is a cover of A by open sets
of X satisfying Property (P). Since A is weakly compact relative to
X, there exist a finite number of points Xl' X2, ••• , X n in A such that

ft ft

Ac UCI(X-CI(U;r)) =X- nlnt(CI(U;r)).
i~l i=1

Thus, we obtain An [n {Int (Cl ( U;r)) Ii=l, 2, ... , n} J=1>, where
n {Int(CI(U;r,))!i=I,2,···,n} is a regular open set containingxo. This

shows that A is closed.

REMARK 4. 13. The proof of Theorem 4. 12 shows that A is a o-closed
set due to Velicko [13J.

THEOREM 4.14. Let Y be a Urysohn space. Then, a function f : X
Y is WC-continuous if and only if f- 1 (K) is closed in X for each set K
of Y weakly compact relative to Y.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 4. 12.

A subset S of a space X is said to be N-closed relative to X [4J if
every cover of S by regular open sets of X has a finite subcover.

THEOREM 4. 15. Let X be an almost-regular space and A a subset of
X. If A is weakly compact relative to X, then it is N-closed relative to
X.

Proof. Let {VaIa E V} be a cover of A by regular open sets of X.
For each xEA, there exists an a(x) EV such that xE VaC;r). Since X
is almost-regular, there exist regular open sets GaC;r) and WaC;r) such that

xE GaC;r) cCI (Ga(;r)) c Wa(;r)cCI(Wa(;r)) C VaC;r).

The family {Wa(;r) IxE A} is a cover of A by open sets of X satisfying
Property (P). There exists a finite subset Ao of A such that

Ac U {CI(Wa(;r)) IXEAo}.

Therefore, we have Ac U {Vac;r) IXEAo}. This shows that A is N-closed
relative to X.

THEOREM 4.16. Let Y be an almost-regular space. Then, a function
f: X-Y is WC-continuous if and only if f is H-continuous.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.15 and the
fact that N-closed relative to Y implies quasi H-closed relative to Y.

THEOERM 4.17. Let Y be a regular space. Then, for a function
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f: X~Y the following are equivalent:

Ca) WC-continuous.
Cb) H-continuous.

Cc) C-continuous.

Proof. Since Y is regular, Y is almost-regular and hence by Theorem
4. 15 every set weakly compact relative to Y is N-closed relative to Y.
Moreover, every subset of a regular space is compact if it is N-closed
relative to X [4, Theorem 4. IJ.

THEOREM 4.18. Let Y be a compact space. Then, for a function
f : X~Y the following are equivalent:

Ca) continuous.
Cb) WC-continuous.
Cc) H-continuous.
Cd) C-continuous.

Proof. By Remark 4.6, it is only necessary to show that Cd) implies
Ca). Let F be a closed set of Y. Since Y is compact, F is compact
and hence f- 1 CF) is closed in X [5, Theorem IJ. Therefore, f is con- ,
tinuous.
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